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Abstract
We describe our submission to the IT-
domain translation task of WMT 2016.
We perform domain adaptation with dic-
tionary data on already trained MT sys-
tems with no further retraining. We apply
our approach to two conceptually differ-
ent systems developed within the QTLeap
project: TectoMT and Moses, as well as
Chimera, their combination. In all set-
tings, our method improves the translation
quality. Moreover, the basic variant of our
approach is applicable to any MT system,
including a black-box one.
1 Introduction
In this paper, we describe our work on domain
adaptation of machine translation systems, per-
formed in close collaboration with numerous part-
ners within the QTLeap project.1 The project fo-
cuses on high-quality translation for the IT do-
main, and our systems were submitted to the IT-
domain translation task of the First Conference
on Machine Translation (WMT16).2 The experi-
ments relate to our previous work on domain adap-
tation (Rosa et al., 2015), in which we also sur-
veyed and evaluated common domain adaptation
techniques.
The aim of our work is to find a way to per-
form domain adaptation of an already trained MT
system without having to retrain it, which may
be a useful ability for reasons discussed in § 2.
We focus on forced translation of domain-specific
entities according to a bilingual lexicon, as de-
scribed in § 3. We explore several methods based
on preprocessing and postprocessing of the data
1http://qtleap.eu
2http://www.statmt.org/wmt16/
it-translation-task.html
before and after processing them by the MT sys-
tem, and provide both system-specific and system-
independent approaches.
We employ the MT systems used and further de-
veloped by us and our partners within the QTLeap
project, namely Moses (Koehn et al., 2007), Tec-
toMT (Zˇabokrtsky´ et al., 2008), and their combi-
nation Chimera (Bojar et al., 2013). We briefly
describe the systems in § 4. In § 5, we eval-
uate our domain-adaptation methods (as well as
the standard method of retraining the system with
all available data) applied to these MT systems
for translation from English to Czech (EN→CS),
Spanish (EN→ES), Dutch (EN→NL), and Por-
tuguese (EN→PT).
2 Motivation
A quite typical situation in domain adaptation of
an MT system is as follows: there is an MT system
trained on large general-domain data, and there is
a small amount of parallel data from the target do-
main, often in the form of a dictionary rather than
parallel sentences.
In such a case, the standard solution is to add
the in-domain data to the general-domain data and
retrain the MT system; or, if there is support from
the system, to train a secondary in-domain transla-
tion model (phrase table) and add it to the system
(which may require retuning the system). How-
ever, in this work, we investigate the options of
performing domain adaptation of the system with-
out having to train (or tune) anything.
There is a range of reasons why one would
avoid retraining the system for the specific do-
main, some of which we list below.
Training costs The simplest reason is that the
costs of retraining the system might be impractical
or even prohibitive, be it costs in terms of compu-
tational power, money, or time. This issue may be-
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come even more pronounced with the modern neu-
ral MT systems, which can take weeks to train.3
Running costs In case there is a number of sep-
arate domains for which the MT system must be
adapted, even the costs of operating a number
of separate MT systems may become significant.
This situation may occur e.g. in a translation com-
pany which uses a lot of domain-specific or even
client-specific glossaries. Operating only one sys-
tem with lightweight domain adaptation done in
preprocessing and/or postprocessing might save a
lot of costs.
Unsuitable data In some cases, the in-domain
data itself may not be suitable for standard MT
processing. Dictionary-like and/or small data can-
not be used to reliably estimate translation proba-
bilities, which may lead to the in-domain data hav-
ing only a low influence on the MT system. These
problems and possible solutions are also discussed
by Daume´ III (2009).
Black-box scenario This is a rather theoretical
situation in the research area, but in practice it
constitutes a real and common mode of operation.
Both individual and business users often simply
use a trained MT system as a “black box”, with-
out the ability or possibility to retrain it or directly
modify it. Such users then have no other option
than to resort to domain adaptation methods that
rely only on preprocessing and postprocessing.
Dependence on non-retrainable tools Many
MT systems consist of several components, some
of which may require specific data for training, not
available for the target domain, or they may even
be rule-based and thus only adaptable through a
certain amount of manual labor. A prominent ex-
ample is the TectoMT system, which relies, among
other, on morphological taggers and syntactic
parsers to analyze the input sentences, which are
typically trained on general-domain data (mostly
news) and are rather hard to adapt to domains that
differ significantly lexically or even structurally.
However, even simple tools, such as the standard
Moses tokenizer, may need to be adjusted to the
target domain. In the IT domain specifically, we
frequently observe structures such as URLs, file
paths, computer commands, or chains of menu
items, which are rather rare or even non-existent
3That said, if the training is done with online learning
(or mini-batches) a simple domain-adaptation technique is to
continue training on in-domain data, which is much faster.
in the general-domain texts, and thus can greatly
confuse the analyzers; this is especially true for
TectoMT, where such unexpected structures cause
significant problems already to the morphologi-
cal tagger and dependency parser, leading to quite
unpredictable results in the subsequent linguistic
processing. In such cases, a careful preprocessing
may be able to adjust the input texts to better re-
semble general-domain texts, hiding “surprising”
structures from the system.
3 Method
The general principle of our method is to force-
translate some domain-specific expressions ac-
cording to a gazetteer (a domain-specific bilingual
lexicon), without modifying our MT system.
Based on an error analysis on the Batch2 part
of the provided in-domain data, we target named
entities from the IT domain that need to be trans-
lated or localized, such as menu items, button
names, their sequences, and messages. These are
expected to appear in a fixed form, which allows
us to apply a technique of directly matching the
expressions from a gazetteer in the surface source
text and replacing them by their equivalents in the
target language.4 As our gazetteer, we use the
dictionary available from the website of the task,
constructed automatically mainly from localiza-
tion files of various software products.
The crucial task is to identify the source expres-
sions to be force-translated (§ 3.1). The technical
implementation of the forced translation can then
be either independent of the MT system (§ 3.2), or,
if the system has support for forced translations, a
system-specific method can be used (§ 3.3, § 3.4).
We implemented the methods in the Treex NLP
framework of Popel and Zˇabokrtsky´ (2010).5
3.1 Identification of domain-specific entities
This is the most complex stage of the whole pro-
cess. Lexicon items are matched in the source tok-
enized text and the matched items, which can pos-
sibly span several neighboring tokens, are marked
for forced translation.
In the initialization stage, the source-language
part of the lexicon is loaded and structured in a
word-based trie to reduce time complexity of the
text search. In the current implementation, if an
4This means that only the base forms contained in the
gazetteer are processed; expressions in a different form are
not handled.
5http://ufal.mff.cuni.cz/treex
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expression appears more than once in the source
gazetteer list, only its first occurrence is stored, re-
gardless what its translation is.6
The trie is then used to match the expressions
from the gazetteer in the source text. As they
might overlap, each matched expressions is as-
signed a score estimating the extent to which it is
a named entity, using a heuristic scorer:
• +10 if it starts with a capital letter; -10 if not
• +10 if the corresponding gazetteer item starts
with a capital letter; -50 if not
• +2 if it matches the gazetteer case-sensitively
• +1 if all its words start with a capital letter;
-1 if not
• -50 if it spans the first word of the sentence;
+1 if not
• -50 if its last word is “menu”
• -100 if it contains only non-alphabetical char-
acters
The resulting score is then multiplied by the num-
ber of tokens in the matched expression.
The matches with positive score are ordered
by the score and filtered to get non-overlapping
matches, taking those with higher score first.
Neighboring entities are then collapsed into one.7
The translation of each entity is then con-
structed as a concatenation of the translations of
the source entities according to the lexicon, and
the entity is marked in one of the ways described
in the following sections.
3.2 XXX placeholders
A simple approach is to replace the matched
entities by unique placeholders (such as
“xxxitemaxxx”, “xxxitembxxx”. . . ), storing
the corresponding translations into a text file
together with their assigned placeholders.
The preprocessed text is then passed through the
MT system; if sufficiently complex placeholders
are constructed, it is safe to assume that they will
constitute out-of-vocabulary items for the MT sys-
tem and will pass through unchanged (that is, un-
less the system has a policy of dropping OOVs).
Finally, the translated text is postprocessed, re-
placing each placeholder with the corresponding
translation from the text file.
6Therefore, the performance of gazetteer matching ma-
chinery depends on the ordering of the entries in the gazetteer.
7The entities are collapsed also when they are separated
by a> symbol; the separators are retained in the forced trans-
lations. This measure is aimed at translation of menu items
and button labels sequences, which frequently appear in the
IT domain data.
This approach is independent of the MT sys-
tem, and can even be used in a black-box sce-
nario. However, introducing a large number of
OOVs may negatively influence the performance
of the MT system, as it forces it to use a very lim-
ited linear context around the placeholders.
3.3 Moses XML annotation
Moses supports XML markup for marking forced
translations of some parts of the sentence.8 For in-
stance, in the sentence “Click the icon, then select
Shut Down.”, we can suggest to translate “Shut
Down” into Czech as “Vypnout”:
Click the icon, then select
<item translation="Vypnout"
prob="0.8">Shut Down</item>.
The XML annotation feature is enabled in the
decoder by using the -xml-input switch, in-
structing the decoder to do one of the following
(based on the value of the switch):
• to treat the XML markup as part of the sen-
tence (pass-through) – the default,
• to strip the XML markup (ignore),
• to make the suggested translation compete
with phrase table choices (inclusive or
constraint),
• or to use only the suggested translation, ig-
noring all phrases that overlap with the anno-
tated span (exclusive).
We always used only one forced translation for
each entity, and the exclusive setting. How-
ever, Moses supports listing a set of suggested
translations together with translation probabilities,
leaving it up to the decoder to choose the best
translation in the given context. We leave this, to-
gether with experimenting with the inclusive
setting, for future research.
3.4 TectoTM/Treex wild attributes
Unlike Moses, which operates on plaintext only,
TectoMT uses a structured layered representation
of the texts, which makes it easy to add a new
annotation layer specifying the translations. The
easiest is to use a set of general-purpose Treex at-
tributes, called wild attributes.
The preprocessing consists of replacing each
matched entity with a placeholder (we used the
word “Menu” as a placeholder) and storing the
translation into a wild attribute of the entity. This
8http://www.statmt.org/moses/?n=
Advanced.Hybrid
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is done just after tokenization of the source text, so
that for subsequent analysis steps, such as linguis-
tic taggers and parsers, the entity already appears
as one token. Moreover, we assume that using a
common word for the placeholder makes the sen-
tence even more fluent and easy to process for the
analyzers.
The specified translation is forced in the trans-
fer step, in which the decoder checks for the wild
attribute, and, if present, uses its contents to gener-
ate the translation of the token instead of its trans-
lation models.
3.5 Forced non-translations
For TectoMT, we use an additional preprocessing
step, which we call forced non-translations: we
enforce certain special structures, frequent in the
IT domain, to remain untranslated (namely URLs,
e-mail addresses, Windows and Unix paths and
file names, and shell commands). In principle,
this is the same thing as forced translations, but
based on regular expressions rather than a dic-
tionary, since we identify these entities based on
structural rather than lexical cues.
Although preliminary experiments with Tec-
toMT and Batch2 dataset indicated a significant
potential of this step (up to +0.4 BLEU), further
evaluation revealed that this is mostly specific to
this particular setup, as Batch2 contains a large
number of these structures, and TectoMT greatly
benefits from the single-token placeholder analy-
sis of these structures. The Moses tokenizer can
be setup to tokenize URLs and e-mails as single
tokens, and even in case of multi-token analysis
the Moses decoder is not confused so much as the
TectoMT analysis steps.
Therefore, we omit an analysis of performance
of the forced non-translations from the evaluation
section: we simply always apply it in the TectoMT
system, but never in the Moses system.9
4 MT Systems
We use two systems, Moses (Koehn et al., 2007)
and TectoMT (Zˇabokrtsky´ et al., 2008), as well
as their combination Chimera (Bojar et al., 2013);
see also a more detailed description of the Moses
and TectoMT systems within the QTLeap project
by Gaudio et al. (2016) in these proceedings.
9This holds even for the Chimera combination, i.e. this
method is applied in its TectoMT component but not in the
Moses component.
All of our systems are “constrained”, i.e.
trained and tuned using only the general-domain
and IT-domain training data provided by the IT-
translation task organizers. All the three systems
domain-adapted: they are trained and tuned on the
Batch1 and Batch2 parts of the in-domain train-
ing data, as described below. Thus, even without
the domain adaptation through in-domain lexicons
(which were also provided by the task organizers),
the systems constitute strong baselines within the
IT domain. Still, the lexicons were not used to
train nor tune the systems.
4.1 Moses
Moses is a standard phrase-based statistical ma-
chine translation system.
We train Moses on general-domain training data
and tune it on the Batch2 part from in-domain
training data using MERT (Och, 2003).
We perform domain adaptation of Moses us-
ing either XXX placeholders or XML annota-
tions. EN→CS uses factored translation (with
part-of-speech tags as additional target-side fac-
tors), which is not compatible with the XML anno-
tations, and thus only XXX placeholders are used
for EN→CS.
We apply some rather standard pre- and post-
processing steps (implemented as Treex blocks).
Preprocessing:
• segmentation into sentences10
• tokenization11,12
• normalization of quotes, dashes and con-
tracted forms (for EN→CS)13
• entity escaping14
• truecasing (for EN→NL)15/lowercasing
Postprocessing:
• projection of case of identical words from
source to target16
• sentence capitalization17
4.2 TectoMT
TectoMT is a hybrid MT system, combining statis-
tical and rule-based Treex blocks to perform trans-
lation with transfer on the layer of tectogrammati-
cal (deep) syntax.
10W2A::ResegmentSentences
11W2A::TokenizeMoses
12W2A::TokenizeMorphoDiTa for EN→CS
13W2W::NormalizeEnglishSentence
14W2A::EscapeMoses
15W2A::TruecaseMoses
16A2A::ProjectCase
17A2W::CapitalizeSentStart
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We use TectoMT’s translation model interpola-
tion (Rosa et al., 2015), uniformly interpolating
a translation model trained on the out-of-domain
training data with one trained on the Batch1 part
of the in-domain training data. Unlike Moses, Tec-
toMT does not support automatic tuning of param-
eters; however, some parameters were tuned man-
ually using Batch2 from in-domain training data.
We only experiment with domain adaptation of
TectoMT via Treex wild attributes (§ 3.4).
4.3 Chimera
Chimera is a system combination of TectoTM and
Moses. The input text is first translated by Tec-
toMT, thus creating an additional parallel corpus
from the input and the output. This is used to con-
struct a secondary phrase table for Moses, which
is then applied to the input to produce the transla-
tions (Bojar et al., 2013).
In Chimera, we always use domain adaptation
for the TectoMT component (via Treex wild at-
tributes), and only experiment with switching it on
or off for the Moses component.
In the experiments reported in this paper, we
do not employ the Depfix component of Chimera
(Rosa et al., 2012), as it has little relevance to the
domain-adaptation problem and would thus clutter
the results unnecessarily. However, Depfix is used
in the EN→CS Chimera system submitted to the
translation task.
4.4 WMT submissions
We submitted the following constrained systems
to the IT domain translation task of WMT16:
Chimera with domain adaptation using XXX
placeholders in the Moses component. For
EN→CS, Depfix is also applied. Also de-
noted as Chimera-plus.
TectoMT with domain adaptation using Treex an-
notations. This is the 3rd pilot MT system in
the QTLeap project (still in development).
Moses baseline vanilla Moses system, tuned on
Batch1 only.18 QTLeap pilot 0.
Chimera pure non-adapted Chimera system,
without Depfix postprocessing. Only
submitted for EN→CS.
18Unlike the Moses system used in the experiments re-
ported in this paper, which is tuned on the Batch2 portion
of the in-domain training data.
System Annotations →ES →NL →PT
Moses
(not adapted) 22.23 23.40 14.01
XXX 23.61 24.89 15.47
XML 24.22 25.41 15.58
Chimera
(not adapted) 26.01 21.82 13.11
XXX 26.89 23.52 14.19
XML 27.40 23.26 14.21
Table 1: BLEU evaluation of two forced trans-
lation styles for Moses: XXX placeholders and
XML markup. For comparison, the non-adapted
system is also included.
5 Results and Discussion
We use the WMT16 IT task test set (i.e. Batch3
from the QTLeap corpus19) to evaluate our exper-
iments using (case-insensitive) BLEU (Papineni et
al., 2002).
First, in Table 1, we compare the two anno-
tation styles we can use for Moses. In general,
the XML annotations perform better, in half of
the cases leading to a result better by about +0.5
BLEU than that of the XXX placeholders while
performing worse only once. Although the docu-
mentation in the Moses manual is not very detailed
in this respect, we believe that the XML annota-
tions are more palatable to the language model,
which can then make meaningful decisions at the
boundaries of the force-translated entities, while
the XXX placeholders simply constitute out-of-
vocabulary items for the language model and thus
the context it can use is limited. We therefore stick
to XML annotations in Moses in further experi-
ments.20 Still, even the results obtained using the
XXX placeholders are competitive and clearly im-
prove over the non-adapted baseline.
In Table 2, we compare the adapted and non-
adapted systems. In all but one case,21 the do-
main adapted system performs much better than
the non-adapted baseline, with an average gain of
+1.3 BLEU.
As for the the individual systems, Moses typ-
19http://metashare.metanet4u.eu/go2/
qtleapcorpus
20However, we used the XXX placeholders in the systems
submitted to the WMT16 IT domain translation task, since
the XML preprocessing was not implemented in time. Also,
for EN→CS we still use the XXX because the XML place-
holders are not compatible with the factored translation.
21 For EN→CS Chimera, our domain adaptation improves
case-sensitive BLEU, but worsens case-insensitive BLEU
(23.47 vs. 23.36 in Table 2) and also human evaluation (rank
1–2 vs. 4–5 in Table 3). Two possible explanations are: a) the
TectoMT component of Chimera is already domain-adapted
with gazetteers, b) EN→CS Chimera uses XXX (but for the
other languages in Table 2, Chimera uses XML).
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System Adapted →CS →ES →NL →PT
TectoMT no 19.98 23.24 18.83 13.87yes 21.89 24.31 19.89 15.51
Moses no 23.25 22.23 23.40 14.01yes 23.71 24.22 25.41 15.58
Chimera no 23.47 26.01 21.82 13.11yes 23.36 27.40 23.26 14.21
Table 2: BLEU evaluation of the domain adap-
tation, using Treex annotations for TectoMT and
XML annotations for Moses (except for EN→CS,
which uses XXX annotations in Moses).
System Adapted →CS →ES →NL →PT
TectoMT yes 3 1–2 3 1
Moses no 4–5 3 4 3
Chimera no 1–2yes 4–5 1–2 2 2
another 1–2 1
Table 3: Human evaluation ranks of constrained
systems in WMT2016 IT-domain task.
ically outperformed both TectoMT and Chimera.
The only exception is EN→ES, where TectoMT
is stronger than Moses, and the Chimera combina-
tion is even stronger than the individual systems.22
Table 3 shows results of the human evalua-
tion based on TrueSkill scores (for details, see
the overview paper in these proceedings). For
EN→CS and EN→ES, there was not better con-
strained system than Chimera (for EN→CS the
non-adapted one, see footnote 21). For EN→NL
and EN→PT, Chimera was the second best system
(for EN→PT, TectoMT was better than Chimera,
in accordance with the BLEU results in Table 2).
Finally, in Table 4, we compare our domain
adaptation of Moses (through preprocessing and
XML annotations) with the standard approach,
where a secondary in-domain phrase table was
created from the provided in-domain bilingual lex-
icons (this experiment was only performed for
EN→NL). As could be expected, the standard ap-
proach is more powerful, leading to a gain of +4
BLEU, while our approach achieves a +2 BLEU
gain. Therefore, the standard approach should be
used whenever possible. Still, the fact that our
simple and light-weight domain adaptation tech-
niques are able to get half of the achievable im-
provement is encouraging for scenarios where the
standard approach is not applicable.
22TectoMT’s quality depends not only on the size of train-
ing data but also on the taggers, parsers etc. used in the
pipeline. Chimera profits from different distribution of errors
types in TectoMT and Moses.
Adaptation →NL
(not adapted) 23.40
XML annotations 25.41
In-domain phrase table 27.48
Table 4: BLEU evaluation of the Moses system
on EN→NL, comparing the baseline non-adapted
Moses, Moses adapted by forced translations an-
notated with XML markup, and Moses using a
secondary in-domain phrase table.
6 Conclusion
Domain adaptation without retraining can be ef-
fectively performed through preprocessing and
postprocessing, and achieves about half of the
quality gain compared to the standard method
(training an additional in-domain phrase table), as
measured in BLEU improvement above the base-
line non-adapted Moses system.
A system-specific forced translation mecha-
nism, such as Moses XML markup, can perform
better than simple placeholders. Still, even the
placeholders are competitive and may be useful if
the MT system in question does not support any
mechanism for forcing specific translations.
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